Memorial Weekend Briefing

➢ Hot weather will continue today into the weekend with a cool down behind a cold front for Sunday.
➢ Gusty southwest winds will continue ahead of a cold front into Saturday.
➢ Enhanced rip current risk today diminishing by end of the weekend.
➢ Strong north to south longshore current today and Saturday, except along the Brunswick county coast.
➢ An increasing chance of showers and thunderstorms through Saturday, but not enough to break the drought conditions.
➢ Coastal Flooding will continue during high tides along the Cape Fear River in downtown Wilmington.
➢ Small Craft Advisory with elevated winds and seas.

weather.gov/ilm
Significant Rip Risk

Elevated to significant rip risk at the area beaches today. Rip risk will remain elevated on Saturday, but will diminish into early next week.
No Severe Thunderstorms Expected
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Saturday, May 29, 2021
Small Craft Advisory

➢ Gusty southwest winds up to 25 kts could pose some problems for small craft operators today into Saturday.
Cool Down for Sunday
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Minimal rainfall expected with increasing chance of showers and thunderstorms on Saturday ahead of a cold front.
Coastal Flooding along the Cape Fear River

- Minor Coastal Flooding will continue during high tides along the Cape Fear River in downtown Wilmington through the weekend.

More information and updates can be found at [water.weather.gov](http://water.weather.gov).
➢ D1 drought conditions continue across much of the Coastal Carolinas.
Sunny and Warm Memorial Day

- Increasing sunshine on Sunday with plenty of sunshine for Memorial Day
- Temperatures in the 70s on Sunday will be back into the 80’s on Monday.